
Calculus AB

Unit 2 Test (2.1-2.7)
No calculators may be used on this portion of the test.

Find the equation of the tangent line to the graph of xyz - 3x =2at.x=1 .
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3) Find the slope of the graph of g(x) = cos' x al x ='76.
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./ 2) Given the fotlowing table of values for f(x) and g(x) and their derivatives, find h'(3) given
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(c) Find the equation of the tangent rine to the graph of f(x) at x = -2.
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Calculus AB Unit 2 Test

Calculators may be used on this portion of the exam.

1) You are flying a kite until it gets stuck in a tree 20 feet above the ground. You walk
towards the tree at a rate of 5 ft/sec (pretty quickly, since you are so excited about
retrieving your kite and getting back to the fun of kite flying).

(a) When you are 50 feet from the base of the tree, at what rate is the angle of elevation
to the kite changing? Be sure to draw and label a ciiagrarn of the given situation.
Label any variables or constants you wili use to solve this part of the problem. Then,
explain what ydur answer means in the context of the question.

+"

you and the kite changing? Be sure to add any new variables or constants you will
use to solve this part of the probtem to your diagram from part (a), or just draw a
new diagram to represent the new situation. Then, explain what your answer means
in the context of the question.
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3) At how many points does the function g(;r) = sin 3x- secr'have a horizontal tangent

/g line on the interval [-1, 1]? Justify answer.

4) Find the average velocity of a particle moving along a horizontal line with a position in

/ inches modeled by the function s(r) = -t' -3t + 4 over the time period from 3 to 10
( io seconds. - z-\.
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5) Given the following graph of f, draw the graph of the derivative f'on the same set of
axes.
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Calculus AB Unit 2 Test

Calculators may be used on this portion of the exam.

1)A 2O-foot ladder is leaning up against the side of a house so your older brother could
get onto the roof to clean out the gutters. You are trying to trap him on the roof as a
punishment for eating the rest of your Oreo cookies do you are pulling the base of the
ladder away from the house at a rate of 0.5 teet per seconci while he screams at you to
stop.

(a) At what rate is the angle r:f elevaticrn to ti're top of the roof changing when the
bottom of the ladder is 6 feet away from the base of the house? tse sure to
draw a iliag,'am of the situation, tabelinE aii va*riables and constants you will
use to solve the problem. Then, explain the meaning of your answer in the
context of the question. s=6,\* ) * =o,Ll+/<c)
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3) At how many points does the function S(x)= sin3xz -tan4x have a horizontal tangentI line on the interual [-1, 1J? Justity your answer.

,/ 4) Find the instantaneous velocity of a particle moving along a horizontal line with a
/ l, position in inches,modeled by the function s(r)= 2t2 +t-5 at 5 seconds.
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5) Given the following graph of f, draw the graph of the derivative f'on the same set of
axes.
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Calculus AB Name 6cvT

No carcuraro,. ,#T:il::ti2;liTlon,on or the test.

1) Findtheequationof thetangentlinetothegraph ot xzy-3x=4a!x=1. -) ,l -3--\ r>,
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2) Given the following table of values for f(x) and g(x) and their derivatives, find h'(2) given

/ h(x)= f(3x)+x,.g(x).
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3) Find the slope of the graph of g(x) = cot 3x at x = fi .
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5) Let .f(x)=Ze'- .

(b) Find the slope of the tangent line to the graph of f(x) at x = -3.
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(c) Find the equation of the tangent line to the graph of f(x) at x = -8.

(d) For what value(s) of x is the tangent line to the graph of f(x) parallel to the line
y - 4x'1.
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